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Harrison & Sons Ltd 
A Timeline from King George II to King George VI 

 

This document serves as a record of Harrison and Sons Ltd. and its stamp production through to 

the end of the reign of King George VI. It first appeared in draft form in Dummy Stamps issue 

11 and is updated here. Further input is welcomed, as the story will never fully be told. 
 

1727  HM King George II Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1750  The House of Harrison established in Warwick Lane, London EC. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1756  Printers of “The London Gazette”. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1760  HM King George III Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1820  HM King George IV Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1825  Private Press Established at the Foreign Office. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1830  HM King William IV Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1837  HM Queen Victoria Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1856  Private Press Established at the War Office. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1867  Appointed “Printers in Ordinary to HM Queen Victoria”. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1870  Press Established at Scotland Yard Police Headquarters. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
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1881  Great Britain: Telegraph Forms Postal Stationery Contract Won. 

 

 
 

Harrison had produced telegraph forms bearing an imprinted stamp through the 1880s, but these 

fall outside of the scope of most philatelists’ collections.  

 

      
 

The forms had been printed at the St Martin’s Lane, London factory depicted in the image above. 

The stained glass window depicted the Hare-Rye-Sun rebus. 

………………………………………………………….… 
 

1892  Advertisement for Printing Capabilities. 

 

 
 

Harrison was clearly a commercial printer at this stage, as there is no mention of security 

printing being provided as one of their services. 

………………………………………………………….… 
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1901  HM King Edward VII Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1901  Appointed “Printers in Ordinary to HM King Edward VII”.  
……………………………………….…………………… 
 

1907  Temporary Press Established at Windsor Castle on the Occasion of the 

   Visit of European Monarchs. 

……………………………………….…………………… 
 

1910  HM King George V Becomes Monarch. 

The reign of George V was a key period for testing and development, after which business 

settled down with Harrison largely using the photogravure production process
*
 right through to 

their demise in 1997. Stamps are depicted at a standard % width per image, with only one value 

from each issue being shown. 
 

* As would be expected, Harrison retained intaglio, letterpress, screen and lithographic printing capabilities, but 

these were used relatively infrequently for stamp production in the post-1934 period, with notable exceptions. 

 

      
(left) The Harrison & Sons, London script watermark.  

(right) Part of the dandy roll used to produce the above watermark 

……………………………………….…………………… 
 

1910  Appointed “Printers and Booksellers to HM King George V”. 

……………………………………….…………………… 
 

1910  Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Won to Print by Letterpress. 

 

 
 

Harrison was invited to tender for the new contract by the GPO, presumably as they were a 

major British government print supplier that had been printing early stamp booklet covers and 
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telegram forms. Either way, they took the business from DLR, who had held it for sixty years, so 

this was a leap of faith, but saved the GPO £45,000 each year on its printing bill. 

 

Sir Thomas De La Rue died several months after allocation of the contract to Harrison directly as 

a result of losing the contract, a loss that he had never got over believing that DLR had a “God 

given right” to the contract never even considering that another printer might be capable of 

producing the stamps! 

 

  
1910 report from the London Philatelist regarding Harrison winning the stamp contract. 

 

 

On 18 October 1910, the Daily Telegraph newspaper quoted the following: 

“Mr. Cecil Harrison of the firm Harrison and Sons, Government printers, who recently 

secured the contract for printing of the stamps for His Majesty’s Government, has stated 

that he expected that they would be ready for publication in May next. The new stamps 

would be practically the same colour as those of King Edward, but of a somewhat different 

design. The Mint authorities had the matter in hand, but the actual design had not yet been 

decided upon. When finished it would be submitted to His Majesty for approval, and then, 

in the New Year, plates would be engraved and a number of series printed off and 

circulated privately. 

 

“The question of the design of the stamps will be given the most careful consideration by 

King George, who takes a great personal interest in the matter, and who, as it is well 

known, is a great authority on Philately.” 

…………………………………….……………………… 
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1910  Hayes Factory Opened. 

 

 
 

Harrison needed more space, so purchased a site at Hayes in Middlesex to concentrate on the 

newly acquired major contract to print low value definitives for Great Britain by letterpress. 

……………………………….…………………………… 
 

1911  A Question in The House. 

A question had been asked in the House of Commons in March 1911 about who the new supplier 

of postage and fiscal stamps was. URL http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1911/mar/13/postage-and-

fiscal-stamps-new-contractors appears to contain the first mention of stamps having been created by 

Harrison before the British issue of 1911, which were always assumed to be the first postage 

stamps produced by this company. It reads: 
 

Postage and Fiscal Stamps (New Contractors) 
HC Deb*, 13 March 1911, Volume 22 cc1872-3  
(* meaning = “House of Commons Debate”) 
 
Mr. TOUCHE asked the Secretary to the Treasury if he will state who are the new 
contractors for the supply of adhesive postage and fiscal stamps; what trade or 
business has heretofore been carried on by them; whether they have had any 
experience in the manufacture of stamps, and, if so, in what direction; and whether the 
Postmaster-General is satisfied that the wants of the public will be duly met in the 
course of the current year under the new contract, and what safeguards have been 
taken to insure continuous and adequate supplies to that end? 
 
Mr. ILLINGWORTH Messrs. Harrison and Sons are the new contractors for the supply 
of adhesive postage stamps. The fiscal stamps and certain denominations of the 
postage will be manufactured at Somerset House. The firm in question are the well-
known Government printers, and they have previously manufactured stamps for one of 
the small Colonies*. 

 

* As no records of the stamps allegedly “manufactured for one of the small colonies” have been found when looking through the 

major stamp catalogues and contemporary philatelic magazines, readers are invited to confirm either way if they can. Maybe 

Mr. Illingworth decided not to admit to the House that Harrison was new to stamp printing for fear of difficult MP questioning. 

 

The Postmaster General, Herbert Samuel, later states in HC Deb 28 June 1911 Vol. 27 cc420-1 

“I agree that there is room for improvement in printing the penny stamp - an improvement which 

I hope will be secured with more experience on the part of the contractors who have undertaken 

this work for the first time**, and who have been working under great pressure.” So, it is 

reasonable to assume that the PMG knew the true situation, i.e. that Harrison and Sons had not 

previously printed postage stamps.    (** your compiler’s emboldened italics.) 

…………………………………….……………………… 

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1911/mar/13/postage-and-fiscal-stamps-new-contractors
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1911/mar/13/postage-and-fiscal-stamps-new-contractors
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1911   Great Britain: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress. 
 

 
 

Harrison first produced stamps with the late King Edward VII’s effigy, rather than that of King 

George V, for a full two and a half years due to delays in agreeing new designs and other reasons 

such as running out of the watermarked paper, neither of which was the fault of Harrison.  

 

These stamps were produced at the Hayes printing works. 

…………………………………….……………………… 
 

1914  Bavaria:  
 

 
 

The first photogravure stamp was issued by Bavaria. Harrison had NO involvement as they were 

printed by Bruckmann of Munich However, this was an important development in stamp 

production that would later be influential in the success and dominance by Harrison. Bruckmann 

utilised a screened photogravure cell structure for the Bavarian stamps, while the 1923 Harrison 

stamps for Egypt utilised a grained cell structure comprising a random array of cells. 

…………………………………….……………………… 
 

1914-1918 Confidential Printers to the Admiralty, War Office and Foreign Office. 

………………………………………….………………… 
 

1914  Great Britain: Postage Due Labels by Letterpress. 

 

 
 

After trials with Somerset House printings, four initial values were later produced by Harrison 

for the newly introduced scheme of using labels to indicate that postage due had been paid to the 

GPO. The scheme started on Monday 20 April 1914. 

……………………………………….…………………… 
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1920  Egypt: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress. 
 

 
 

Harrison won the contract from DLR to print postage, service and postage due stamps for Egypt, 

following a competitive tender process. DLR was ordered by the Egyptian authorities to hand 

over the master dies to Harrison to enable them to make new plates and thus enable further 

stocks of the existing designs to be made. These stamps were printed at the Hayes factory on a 

newly commissioned watermarked paper comprising a triple crescent and star, uniquely for use 

by Egypt and helping to identify Harrison printings. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1921-22  Egypt: Postage Due Labels by Letterpress. 
 

 
 

A series of six postage due labels was issued – the first since the previous century.  

………………………………………………….………… 
 

1921  Great Britain: National Savings Stamp by Photogravure. 

 

 
 

The 6d National Savings stamp contract was won from Waterlow following a success tender 

process. These were the first GB ‘stamps’ by the photogravure process by Harrison and were 

printed at the Hayes factory. It is suspected that they were printed on the press recorded below 

for Egypt. 

 

Waterlow had beaten Harrison in the use of photogravure by producing by this method War 

Savings stamps in July 1918. It is also understood that they had produced clandestine forgeries 

of the Bavarian 1914 photogravure stamps during the Great War for the British government.  

 

After this war, all British security printers possessed photogravure printing capabilities, but 

many were slow to use it for stamp production purposes. 

…………………………………………….……………… 
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1922  Ireland Provisional Government: Definitive Overprints by Letterpress. 
 

 
Coil stamp for use in Ireland  
as overprinted by Harrison 

 

Various values of British stamps were overprinted ‘Rialtas Sealadac na héireann 1922’ 

(Provisional Government of Ireland 1922), in five lines of text.  

 

These were made-up into coils (rolls) by Harrison for use in stamp vending and affixing 

machines, as the local printers used for the sheet-printed stamps could not undertake the 

overprinting. 

………………………………………………….………… 
 

1922  Egypt: Additional Definitive Stamp Value by Letterpress. 
 

 
 

New postal rates necessitated a 15m value, so a statue of Ramases II design was produced by 

Harrison, which unfortunately bore an incorrect Arabic inscription. A corrected printing was 

produced and the incorrect stamp stock was later overprinted locally with a crown and Arabic 

text and put in general circulation. Some stock was also overprinted locally ‘OHEMS’ for use as 

Official stamps. 

………………………………………………….………… 
 

1923  Egypt: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 

A tender saw several British printers quote and supply proofs in a variety of printing processes 

for designs depicting the King of Egypt, Fuad I. The new stamps were to have been printed by 

intaglio initially, but Egypt later favoured the photogravure proofs that had been submitted by 

Harrison for design approval purposes only. The rest is history! 
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They were printed at the Hayes factory using a ‘Johannisberg BT.1’ German-made press. The 

‘BT’ stands for ‘Bogentiefdruck’ and denotes flatbed feed of cut sheets. However….. Harrison 

sub-contracted some of the work to a company in the Netherlands known as NRM (see 

Netherlands entry, below). This was, to quote Kehr in his work 20
th

 Century Stamps of Egypt 

(1942, Kalamazoo USA), because “Harrison was not equipped to produce roto-engraved (i.e. 

photogravure) stamps in such a quantity as was needed and ordered by Egypt. It required nearly 

eighteen months of experimentation to overcome the technical difficulties before satisfactory 

results were achieved”. It would appear that it was the 5m, the 20m to 200m and the £E1 values 

that were the Dutch printings. 

 

The plates were produced by uniformly dusting the plate with a fine bitumen or resin powder. 

This resists the etch when the plate is etched after transferring the image to it, so producing an 

irregular cell structure. 

  

Photogravure stamp booklets were also produced as a part of this contract, which probably 

makes these the first British-printed photogravure stamp booklets. (Egypt was an early adopter 

of stamps in booklets.) 

 

From 1925, Egypt printed its stamps locally in Cairo at The Survey Department of Egypt, so 

Harrison was destined to have no further involvement in the production of stamps for this 

country, except in 1926 when they won the contract to print one last issue (see below). 

…………………………………………………………… 
 

1923   Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Lost to Waterlow. 

 

 
A Harrison printed stamp overprinted “RECEIVED WITH / THANKS.” 

 and “FOR / WATERLOW & SONS” and used on a receipt. 

 

The contract for British low value definitives was lost to Waterlow for a decade solely, it would 

appear, on price rather than quality.  

  

During this era, Harrison focused on developing its photogravure techniques and capabilities, 

having set-up a subsidiary company, Collogravure Ltd, to maximize the potential of this “new” 

process.  

…………………………………………………………… 
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1923  The Netherlands: NRMs Involvement in Harrison Photogravure Stamp 

   Production. 
 

 
 

Collogravure Ltd worked in close co-operation with the Dutch firm of Nederlandse Rotogravure 

Maatschappij (NRM*) of Leiden, drawing “on the finest continental experience of the time”.  

  

This saw Harrison staff being trained by NRM staff in the skills required to print postage stamps 

by photogravure and also how to make the all-important printing cylinders. 

 
* NRM had been formed in 1913 as publishers and printers. Their first magazine contract, Panorama, was printed 

on a German photogravure press and they soon developed the skills needed to utilise photogravure. They were a 

pioneer in the field of several chromotype techniques and developed over the years twenty printing machines.  

…………………………………………………………… 
 

1924 Peru: Battle of Ayacucho Centenary Commemorative Stamp by Photogravure. 
 

 
 

The 4c and 5c values of this set were produced by Harrison, while the rest were printed at 

Waterlow and De La Rue.  

 

Three printers being used for one commemorative stamp issue is quite unusual (but certainly not 

unique and a Papua New Guinea issue springs to mind). 

…………………………………………….……………… 
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1926 Egypt: King’s Birthday Commemorative Stamp by Photogravure. 
 

 
 

The King of Egypt’s Birthday single stamp issue was, perhaps surprisingly, given to Harrison to 

print. Maybe The Survey Department of Egypt did not have the capacity at that time to produce 

this commemorative issue. 
…………………….……………………………………… 
 

1927  Palestine British Mandate: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress. 

 

 
 

Printed at the Hayes factory, these 14 letterpress designs featured typical views and buildings of 

the Mandate.  Around 400 copies exist with SPECIMEN as either overprints or perfins, plus 

some further supplies were overprinted for sample use by Harrison (c.$500 each). Caveat: 

forgeries exist of the Harrison sample overprint.  

 

An experimental printing of the 7m value exists with a ‘HARRISON & SONS LTD., Stamp 

Printers, LONDON’ imprint in bottom margin. Only one strip is known, plus a pair with part 

imprint.  

………………………….………………………………… 
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1928  Gold Coast: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 

The second issue to be printed by Harrison using photogravure was for the Gold Coast (now 

Ghana).  

 

A set of 10 definitives was issued depicting Christiansborg Castle, with the four higher values 

being bi-coloured. This was something that Britain never utilised until around three decades 

later. This delay was probably due to the vast volume of stamps needed in the UK. 

 

(Some values of?) the Gold Coast stamps exist with Harrison sample overprints. Printed at Hayes 

factory using a “Johannisberg BT.9” German-made press. This was the first issue printed by 

Harrison as part of a Crown Agents contract – the start of a long association. 

…………………………….……………………………… 
 

1930  Peru: Definitive Stamp Overprints by Photogravure. 
 

 
 

The 1924-1929 Fall of Leguia Government 10 cent value was overprinted 2c or 4c in 1930 by 

photogravure with a crest design by Harrison.  

…………………………….……………………………… 
 

1930/1  Peru: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 

Six of the values from the 1924-1929 pictorial “Portraits and Monuments” issue that had 

originally been printed intaglio, were printed by Harrison using the same designs but by 

photogravure. The background was redrawn and now appeared plain instead of a lined.  
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(The illustration is not of the Harrison printing, which your compiler has yet to track down.) 

…………………….……………………………………… 
 

1932  Peru: Postage Due Labels by Photogravure. 
 

 
 

A pair of postage due labels was printed by Harrison using their now customary 15x14 

perforation. The 2c and 10c values reproduced an earlier production by another printer, but 

redrawn with a plain instead of lined background to them. 

……………………….…………………………………… 
 

1932  Columbia: Natural Resources Commemorative Stamps Mystery.  

 

 
This is NOT a Harrison  

stamp printing!! 

 

It is recorded in a contemporary philatelic magazine article about Harrison that they printed 

stamps for Columbia by photogravure during 1932.  

 

However, the only issue in this era by this printing process depicts cattle, petroleum, bananas, 

emeralds (see image alongside), gold or coffee and all are bi-coloured stamps. The Stanley 

Gibbons stamp catalogue for 1937 states that they were printed by the Government Printing 

Works in Germany, so any Harrison involvement with Columbia remains a mystery. Can anyone 

help?  

 

Possibly Harrison sub-contracted the work, but it seems highly improbable that they would have 

chosen a German printing company, especially when they had an earlier association with the 

Dutch photogravure printing firm of NRM. 

……………………….…………………………………… 
 

1933  Quotation about the Photogravure Printing Process. 
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In August 1933, Mr. B. Guy Harrison stated in an article that appeared in Stamp Collecting 

Weekly [GB]: “The photogravure process may ultimately become fairly general”. Little did he 

know at the time… 

………………………….………………………………… 
 

1933  Maldive Islands: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 

 

 
 

The third issue to be printed by Harrison using photogravure was for the Maldive Islands. A set 

of nine definitives was issued, utilising the 1909 design previously printed by DLR in intaglio. 

Yet another contract to have been taken away from DLR by Harrison.  

 

Depicts a ‘Minaret of Juma Mosque, near Male’ design. Not ideally suited to photogravure as it 

failed to benefit from the tonal range possible.  

 

This set was the first postage stamp issue anywhere to be printed on Harrison & Sons, London script 

watermarked paper. 

…………………….……………………………………… 
 

1933   Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Taken from Waterlow and  

   a Change of Process to Photogravure from Letterpress. 
 

 
 

By 1933, a decision by the GPO to move to photogravure printing had been agreed at postal 

headquarters.  

 

The contract for the British low value definitives was won back from Waterlow and Sons by 

Harrison following a competitive tender that was to be effective from the 1st January 1934. 

……………………….…………………………………… 
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1933   High Wycombe Factory Opened. 
 

 
 

Harrison needed more space, so purchased the High Wycombe site to concentrate on their newly 

re-acquired major contract to print low value definitives for Britain by the photogravure process.  

This plant became known locally as “The Stamp Factory” and remained in use until their demise. 

…………………….……………………………………… 
 

1934   Ecuador: Compulsory Tax Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 

A pair of “Compulsory Tax” stamps in aid of the rebuilding fund for the GPO Guayaquil Post 

Office was printed on the Harrison & Sons, London script watermarked paper, perforated 15x14. 

…………………….……………………………………… 
 

1934  Great Britain: First British Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 

 

           
A Wedgwood dish was commissioned by Harrison to commemorate 50 years of [photogravure] stamp printing in 1984.  

   

The first British photogravure postage stamp was the brown penny-ha’penny value that was 

issued on 20 August 1934. The remainder of the set followed over a period, including the 

halfpenny illustrated above. The stamps were described at the time as being “enchantingly 

beautiful” in a British philatelic magazine. 

…………………….……………………………………… 
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1935  Great Britain: Silver Jubilee Commemorative Stamps by Photogravure. 

 

      
 

The Silver Jubilee of His Majesty King George V saw Harrison print their first commemorative 

set of stamps for Great Britain in Post Office counter sheets and in stamp booklets. 

 

These stamps may never have seen the light of day if a fire at the premises had really taken hold. 

……………………….…………………………………… 
 

1936  HM King Edward VIII Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 

1936  HM King George VI Becomes Monarch. 

 

      
Two sample cards promoting their printing abilities. 

…………………………………………….……………… 
 

1936-1997 Harrison: Supremacy in Photogravure Production. 
 

 
A lead seal used on consignments of stamps delivered 

to Harrison customers around the world. 
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Harrison maintained its supremacy in photogravure stamp production for dozens of countries 

around the world for around six more decades but this ceased when De La Rue took them over 

and eliminated the brand forever shortly afterwards. 

 

It is generally accepted that Harrison had become a thorn in DLR’s side because they had 

managed to take from them around five percent of the world’s banknote production in quite a 

short space of time. “Don’t get mad, get even” seems to have been the policy of DLR and, while 

your compiler accepts that there can be no sentiment in business, it saddens many collectors that 

the name of Harrison and Sons no longer graces the new stamp issue listing pages of magazines.  

……………………….…………………………………… 
 

and finally... 
In 1914 The House of Harrison was published by the company. Within its pages was much 

information about the company from its early beginnings through to the date of publication. The 

section on postage stamps is reproduced below, being out of copyright. It provides a fascinating 

insight into the true background to the early stamps.  
 

POSTAGE STAMPS  

On the accession of King George V. the Post Office and Inland Revenue decided on a new 

departure in the method of supplying stamps for the Post Office and invited a selected 

number of firms of printers to tender, and the offer of Harrison and Sons was accepted.  

 

Previous to this, for some thirty years the supply of stamps had been in the hands of one firm, 

and it was recognized that there were so many technical specialities in the production that it 

would be unlikely any other contractor could be found competent to undertake it.  

 

The consumption of postage stamps in this country is more than a million for every hour of 

daylight throughout the year. When in addition to the technical difficulties alluded to above 

the large plant required for this enormous output was considered and also the short time 

available for preparations, the task to be faced by a new contractor appeared well-nigh 

appalling. A suitable site had to be found, a large factory built or adapted and equipped with 

machinery the best and most powerful of its class, all of which had to be specially made, and 

some of which had to be designed, experimented upon, and perfected. A staff of some 

hundreds of workpeople had to be organized and trained to their duties, and the whole 

effectively dovetailed together as a going concern within a period of six months.  

 

The opinion was freely expressed in the trade that it was impossible for any printer without 

special experience and plant constructed for stamp printing to undertake the work, and the 

Department are said to have wavered for a moment before accepting the tender of a firm new 

to this particular line of business and to have sought the opinion of the Government official 

most competent to advise on such matters. We are told that the expert's advice was given in 

the following somewhat terse and epigrammatic form —  

"If Harrisons say they can do it, they can do it, and they will do it."  

 

It hardly becomes us to say much about such a statement, but it seems to bear out the 

principle poetically expressed in the following lines: 

"Little or great is man, 

Great if he will, or if he will A pigmy still; 

For what he will, he can." 
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And so the contract was completed and the Firm entered upon the most arduous undertaking 

which it has been our province to record in these pages.  

 

A disused factory was acquired at Hayes and adapted for the purpose in view. The adaptation, 

as it turned out, involved little less than rebuilding. A rapid tour was made through several of 

the European Capitals for the purpose of seeing the best methods of stamp manufacture in use 

abroad. Machinery was purchased in England where practicable, but, alas, in some cases it 

was found impossible to obtain within the requisite time suitable machinery in this country 

and the assistance of foreign engineers had to be obtained. The factory was equipped ready to 

start work within the first few weeks of 1911, at which time the designs for the new issue of 

King George stamps and the requisite printing plates were not yet issued from His Majesty's 

Mint, so that the new factory commenced with a reprint of the familiar issues of King Edward 

and some hundred millions of these stamps were passed into circulation before the public 

noticed any change.  

 

When at length the Georgian issues appeared they were subjected to very severe and varied 

criticism, not only in regard to the portrait of the King and other points in the artist's design, 

but also in respect of the execution by the printers; a number of faults were found, some of 

which may have rested upon a solid basis of fact, but others were evolved purely out of the 

imagination of the critics. The Government were also subjected for some time to a desultory 

fire of criticism from the back benches in the House of Commons, where a rumour had got 

abroad that the change of contractors had been effected by the Liberal Government for 

political motives. This attack died down when the fact came to light that the contract had 

been placed by the permanent officials of the Government on sound economical grounds and 

entirely irrespective of Party considerations; but there emerged from the general volume of 

criticism a consensus of opinion that the portrait of His Majesty was an uncomplimentary and 

inartistic one and that the technique of the engraving was such that it did not lend itself for 

reproduction by the processes used for the English stamps.  

 

The Royal Mint accordingly started on the preparation of a new series of stamps in which the 

portraits, as well as the borders, were designed by Mr. Bertram Mackennal, and the first of 

these issues appeared in the autumn of 1912. About this time a body of philatelists, from 

whom some of the loudest criticism had arisen, were holding a Congress and Exhibition in 

London and as a side show proposed to produce at the Exhibition a stamp "ideal in design 

and workmanship." A very large number of designs were obtained in competition from all 

parts of the Kingdom and submitted to the choice of a committee of experts. When the 

selected design appeared it was found to consist of a representation of His Majesty's head 

almost identical with the design of Mr. Mackennal on the official stamps just issued, being, in 

point of fact, a printed reproduction of the same artist's work as used in the coinage.  

 

The new issues, which have now passed into general circulation, have been much admired 

and are considered by competent judges to be equal to any stamps the country has had since it 

became necessary to abandon the old methods of obtaining impressions from an engraved 

plate in favour of the more wholesale process of surface printing.  

 

Altogether the bold venture of the Inland Revenue may be pronounced a decided success and 

another instance may be added to the record of cases in which the firm of Harrison and Sons 

has worked successfully in co-operation with a Public Department of the Government.  


